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marketplaces. however, they experience two problems attributable to anonymity abuse-easy identity changes and reputation manipulation. In this study, we propose the use of stylometric analysis to help identify online traders based on the writing style traces inherent in their posted feedback comments. We incorporated a rich stylistic feature set and developed the Writeprint technique for detection of anonymous trader identities. The technique and extended feature set were evaluated on a test bed encompassing thousands of feedback comments posted by 200 ebay traders. Experiments conducted to assess the scalability (number of traders) and robustness (against intentional obfuscation) of the proposed approach found it to significantly outperform benchmark stylometric techniques. The results indicate that the proposed method may help militate against easy identity changes and reputation manipulation in electronic markets.
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electronic mArkets hAve seen unprecedented growth in recent years. Online auction marketplaces such as ebay are one type of electronic market that has become especially popular. however, the lack of physical contact and prior interaction makes such places more susceptible to opportunistic member behavior [40] . While reputation systems attempt to alleviate some of the troubles with electronic markets, these systems suffer from two problems-easy identity changes and reputation manipulation. Easy identity changes stem from the fact that online traders can create new identities, thereby refreshing their reputation [10] . reputation manipulation allows online market traders to inflate their reputations using multiple identities or to sabotage competitors' reputation scores. consequently, fraud and deception are highly prevalent in electronic markets, particularly in online auctions, which account for 50 percent of Internet fraud [9] .
The aforementioned problems stem from online anonymity. however, individuals leave behind textual traces of their identity in the feedback comments posted to other traders. Stylometric similarity detection techniques applied to reputation system feedback comments can help minimize problems stemming from anonymity abuses in reputation systems. These techniques attempt to assess the degree of similarity between individuals based on writing style. Since text traces are often the only identity cues left behind in cyberspace, researchers have begun to use online stylometric analysis techniques as a forensic tool. They have recently been applied to e-mail, Web forums, and program code [11, 19, 49] , as well as group support system comments [21, 22] .
Despite significant progress, online stylometry has several current limitations. Most previous work focused on the identification task (where potential authorship identities are known in advance). There has been limited evaluation of similarity detection techniques where no identities are known a priori, and are clustered based on their similarity scores. Similarity detection is more practical for cyberspace applications, such as reputation systems. Furthermore, there has been a lack of evaluation of the scalability of stylometric analysis in terms of number of authors and identities per author for reputation systems. Moreover, there has been a lack of assessment of ro-bustness against intentional stylistic alteration and message copycatting or forging. In this study, we propose a system that can provide stylometric analysis scalability and robustness for identifying traders in online reputation systems based on their feedback comments posted for others. The proposed system is highly accurate at differentiating across hundreds of identities based on stylistic tendencies inherent in feedback comments, and is also fairly robust against intentional stylistic alteration. The system uses an extended feature set consisting of several static and dynamic feature categories and also includes the Writeprint technique, which assesses the degree of stylistic similarity and dissimilarity between authors. Writeprint uses karhunen-Loeve transforms to assess the degree of similarity between traders and a pattern disruption mechanism to determine stylistic dissimilarity. The system can be used for similarity detection in reputation systems to alleviate the identity change and rank manipulation problems.
related Work reputation Systems/Online Feedback Mechanisms reputAtion systems Are online FeedbAck mechAnisms where users rate other members and provide textual comments describing the quality of service (i.e., transaction experience). Such systems are intended to provide "soft security" for electronic markets and online auctions [43] . In contrast to "hard security" systems (e.g., access control/authentication), these systems are designed to offer social control mechanisms. They are meant to allow social translucence for improved accountability [13] . Online markets rely on such information provided via reputation systems in order to promote trust [5] . While recommender systems are designed to support collaborative filtering, reputation systems are intended to support "collaborative sanctioning" [38] . As Josang et al. pointed out, "the purpose is to sanction poor service providers, with the aim of giving an incentive for them to provide quality services" [25, p. 10] .
The perceived effectiveness of online feedback mechanisms plays a critical role in the amount of member trust in the community [40] . reputation scores are often synonymously referred to as "trust scores." An important class of trust is "identity trust," which describes the belief that an identity is who they claim to be [18] . Trustworthiness is an important factor affecting online market outcomes [6] . Identity trust is especially crucial to the success of reputation systems. however, the anonymous nature of the Internet makes "identity trust" difficult to ensure in online settings. This has resulted in two critical problems pertaining to reputation systems [10, 25] : identity changes and reputation manipulation.
Identity changes
Easy identity changes allow con artists and fraudulent buyers and sellers to thrive in electronic markets by constantly reappearing under different aliases. As Josang et al. noted, identity changes allow parties to "cut with the past and start from fresh" [25, p. 639] . community members can build up a reputation, use it to deceive unsuspecting members, and start over under a new identity [10, 16] . Friedman and resnick [16] refer to this identity change characteristic as "cheap pseudonyms." cheap pseudonyms stemming from easy identity changes allow online auction traders to circumvent the collaborative sanctioning mechanisms critical to the success of reputation systems.
reputation Manipulation reputation scores in electronic markets are important because they influence product prices and traders' perceived credibility. There has been a plethora of work done to evaluate the correlation between reputation scores and product prices. Often enhanced seller reputation scores result in premium sales prices [36] . resnick et al. [45] observed an 8.1 percent increase in the buyer's willingness-to-pay price when transacting with a highly reputable identity as compared with a nonestablished trader. Thorough reviews of literature evaluating the impact of reputation scores on selling price can be found in Dellarocas [10] and resnick et al. [45] . Enhanced reputation also increases the willingness of other members to engage in transactions, which may be partially responsible for the enhanced selling prices. This is particularly important for fraudulent members attempting to "bait" unsuspecting members based on the fraudulent traders' false credibility.
reputation manipulation can take two forms-rank inflation and discrimination. A common form of rank inflation involves using additional (fake) identities to inflate one's reputation [10] . This is also referred to as ballot box stuffing [25] . corroborating with other members to create deceitful groups can further amplify the impact of such score inflation or stuffing [44] . Discrimination entails blackmailing or threatening to post negative feedback about fellow traders [44] . Posting dishonest comments to tarnish a competitor's reputation is a common ploy in online markets [10] .
reputation Systems and Stylometry rank manipulation and easy identity changes have facilitated numerous forms of fraud in electronic markets [9] , including failure to ship, failure to pay, fencing, shell auctions, and so on. consequently, many researchers have stated the need for techniques to mitigate the impact of identity change and rank manipulation [10, 25] , both of which stem from online anonymity. Some have proposed using social network analysis for anti-aliasing; however, these techniques have had limited success on real-world data, with accuracies around 2 percent for matching e-mail aliases [23] .
Systemic functional linguistic theory states that language has three kinds of meaning-ideational, textual, and interpersonal [20] . Ideational means that language consists of ideas. Textual indicates that language has organization, structure, and style. Interpersonal refers to the fact that language is a medium of exchange. The textual dimension of computer-mediated communication indicates that individuals convey their ideas using varying stylistic elements [14, 20] . Authorial style is influenced by education, gender, and vocabulary [28, 49] as well as subconscious factors described in the psycholinguistics literature [17] . reputation rank systems entail users/traders posting text comments. The traders often leave behind potential textual traces of their identity [37] . keselj et al. [30] refer to an author's unique writing style tendencies as an "author profile." Ding et al. [12] describe such identifiers as "text fingerprints" that can discriminate authorship. Juola and baayen [28] call them "stylistic fingerprints."
Stylometric/authorship identification techniques that can discriminate authorship in cyberspace could help alleviate the anonymity-related problems pervasive in electronic markets. comparing trader feedback comments could help detect identity changes. Such methods may also help detect reputation score manipulation attributable to fake identities. Furthermore, comparing known fraudulent identities' comments against active members could help prevent further scamming. Many Web sites have begun to post archives and databases containing names, aliases, and text from fraudulent buyers and sellers [9] . For example, some documented fraudulent online auction individuals listed on www.traderlist.com have as many as 30-40 known fake identities. clustering such "cheap pseudonyms" based on writing style tendencies could dramatically reduce the effectiveness of recurring deceptive behavior attributable to reappearing under different aliases.
Stylometric Analysis
Stylometry (also referred to as authorship analysis) is defined as the "statistical analysis of writing style." Four important characteristics of stylometric analysis [49] are the tasks, stylistic features, classification techniques, and parameters (i.e., factors influencing authorship analysis performance, such as number of classes, amount of text, noise).
Stylometric Analysis Tasks
Two major stylometric analysis tasks are identification and similarity detection [11, 19] . Identification entails comparing anonymous texts against those belonging to identified entities, where the anonymous text is known to be written by one of those entities. however, this "known class" assumption is not practical [28] , especially for online settings. In cyberspace, author classes are rarely known in advance, and hence require the use of unsupervised clustering-based approaches. Such a similarity detection task requires the comparison of anonymous texts against other anonymous texts in order to assess the degree of similarity. For instance, in online forums, where there are numerous anonymous identities (i.e., screen names, handles, e-mail addresses), one can only use unsupervised stylometric analysis techniques because no class definitions are available. Similarly, in an online auction setting, 100 trader identities could represent anywhere between one and 100 actual traders.
Stylometric Analysis Features
Stylistic features are the attributes or writing style markers that are the most effective discriminators of authorship. The vast array of stylistic features includes lexical, syntactic, structural, content-specific, and idiosyncratic style markers.
Lexical features are word-or character-based statistical measures of lexical variation. These include style markers such as sentence/line length [3] , vocabulary richness [11] , and word length distributions [11, 49] . Syntactic features include function words [1, 37] , punctuation, and part-of-speech tag n-grams [4, 34] . Structural features, which are especially useful for online text, include attributes relating to text organization and layout [11, 49] . Content-specific features are important key words and phrases pertaining to certain topics. For example, content-specific features on a discussion of computers may include "laptop" and "notebook." Idiosyncratic features include misspellings, grammatical mistakes, and other usage anomalies. Such features are extracted using spelling and grammar checking tools [8, 34] .
Over 1,000 different features have been used in previous authorship analysis research with no consensus on a best set of style markers [46] . however, this could be attributable to certain feature categories being more effective at capturing style variations in different contexts. This necessitates the use of larger feature sets comprised of several categories of features spanning various feature groups (i.e., lexical, syntactic, etc.). For instance, the use of feature sets containing lexical, syntactic, structural, and syntactic features has been shown to be more effective for online identification than feature sets containing only a subset of these feature groups [1, 49] .
Stylometric Analysis Techniques
Several techniques have been used for stylometric identification. These can broadly be classified as supervised and unsupervised methods. however, only unsupervised techniques are suitable for online settings, such as reputation system feedback comments, because class definitions are unknown a priori [39] . We discuss previous unsupervised methods useful for online similarity detection. These techniques include principal component analysis (PcA), n-gram models, Markov models, cross entropy, and k-L similarity. Previous stylometric analysis studies using these techniques are summarized in Table 1 .
Principal Component Analysis.
PcA is a popular stylometric identification technique that has been used in numerous previous studies [2, 4, 7, 33 ]. PcA's ability to capture essential variance across large amounts of features in a reduced dimensionality makes it attractive for text analysis problems, which typically involve large feature sets. The essence of PcA can be described as follows: given a feature matrix with each column representing a feature and instance vector rows for the various authors' texts, project the matrix into a lower dimensional space by plotting principal component scores (which are the product of the component weights and instance feature vectors). The similarity between authors can be compared based on visual proximity of patterns [33] or computation of average distance [2] . Given a set of n text instance vectors and p eigenvectors, the average distance can be used to compute authorship dissimilarity as follows: Character n-grams (5,000 per author)
Literary texts (8 authors)
Peng et al. [41] Character n-grams (5,000 per author) where a ki and b ki are the coefficients of the kth component of the usage instance i for authors a and b.
N-Gram Models. Proposed by keselj et al.
[30] and Peng et al. [41] , this technique requires the construction of a profile for each author, where a profile is the set of the n most frequently used character n-grams. keselj et al.
[30] used between 20 and 5,000 as the value for n, with the best accuracy attained using 5,000 n-grams. They attained the best results using four-to eight-character n-grams. using this approach, they computed the dissimilarity between two authors as Dissimilarity profile profile
where f 1 (x) and f 2 (x) are frequencies of an n-gram x contained in profile 1 or profile 2. keselj et al.
[30] and Peng et al. [41] were able to attain good performance using this approach on test beds consisting of up to eight authors.
Markov Models. Proposed by khmelev [31] and later extended by khmelev and
Tweedie [32] , this technique requires the creation of a Markov model for each author, using bigrams of letters and the space character. khmelev [31] removed all other characters and ignored words beginning with capital letters, resulting in a fixed (27 × 27 = 729) feature space for each author. using this approach, the similarity between two authors can be computed as follows:
where f ij (a) and f ij (b) are the number of transitions from letter i to j for authors a and b's texts, respectively. The technique has performed well on larger test beds of 45 and 82 authors [31, 32] . however, these data sets consisted of literary texts that tend to be longer and more stylistically consistent due to contextual independence.
Cross Entropy. Proposed by Juola [26, 27] and later applied in Juola and baayen [28] , this technique is based on the concept of match length where
The match length L n (x) of a sequence x 1 , x 2 , ..., x k is the length of the longest prefix of the sequence x n+1 , x n+2 , ..., x k that matches a contiguous substring of
The substring x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n is referred to as the database. For cross entropy, simply compute the average match length for author b's text b 1 , b 2 , ..., b k compared with author a's database a 1 , a 2 , ..., a n and author a's a 1 , a 2 , ..., a j to author b's database b 1 , b 2 , ..., b n as follows:
( )
where L n (a i , b) is the match length for author a's substring a i , a i+1 , ..., a j compared with author b's database. Texts written by the same author should result in higher match lengths. Juola [26] used n = 2,000 characters for each author's database size. The cross entropy method has performed well in prior studies, outperforming PcA on a test bed consisting of eight students' essays [28] .
K-L Similarity. Novak et al. [39] used the kullback-Leibler divergence as follows:
Similarity a b , log log ,
where p and q are the feature distributions for the two authors a and b.
Novak et al. [39] performed smoothing to account for nonzero elements in p and applied the approach to message board postings on www.courttv.com. They compared various features, and attained the best performance using word unigrams. Their study is one of the few prior similarity detection studies applied to computer-mediated communication. kullback-Leibler similarity using word unigrams performed well; however, they acknowledged that their approach was susceptible to topical variation [39] , possibly stemming from the use of a feature set comprised only of word unigram features. While topical variation is less of a concern for online feedback comments, the sensitivity of such an approach may make it susceptible to intentional obfuscation.
Most techniques, such as n-gram and Markov models, were designed to be used with character n-grams. Word-based features are too sparse to be used accurately with these techniques [41] . Similarly, Novak et al. [39] attained better performance using the kullback-Leibler similarity on word unigrams as compared to other features, such as punctuation, function words, misspellings, and a combined feature set. It is unclear if such methods can be effectively applied to online settings, where techniques capable of handling larger feature sets are typically required [1, 49] . Therefore, assessing the efficacy of these approaches (i.e., the combination of features and techniques employed by these prior studies) for online analysis is especially important in order to gauge their applicability for stylometric similarity detection of reputation system feedback comments.
Stylometric Analysis Parameters
Two important stylometric analysis parameters for online authentication are scalability and robustness [49] . Scalability refers to the impact of the number of author classes on classification performance. Typically, there has been a noticeable drop in performance for prior online message level identification research as the number of authors increased. Zheng at al. [49] noted a 14 percent drop in accuracy when increasing the number of authors from five to 20. Argamon et al. [3] observed as much as a 23 percent drop in accuracy over a similar number of authors. Given the large number of traders in online markets, it is important to assess the impact of the number of traders and identities per trader on stylometric performance.
It is also important to assess robustness of stylometric approaches against intentional stylistic alteration and copycatting/message forging. Fraudulent traders may attempt to avoid detection by altering their style or copying other traders' style (referred to as copycatting or forging). Previous research on intentional authorship obfuscation suggests that such alteration can impact stylometric classification performance [42] . For instance, word substitution, a popular and convenient form of alteration, has been shown to impact identification accuracy [29] . rao and rohatgi [42] noted that word substitution via the use of thesaurus tools (altering words with synonyms) could represent a promising stylistic obfuscation mechanism because it would decrease the presence of stylistic elements attributable to an author's vocabulary. Forging/copycatting entails intentionally mimicking other community members' styles or user names [2] . This behavior is fairly common in certain computer-mediated communication (cMc) modes, such as usenet forums. Mimicking other members' styles by either directly copying their text or attempting to copy their stylistic tendencies is an important and plausible form of deception that must be considered when evaluating stylometric methods in online settings.
research Gaps, Questions, and Design bAsed on the review oF relAted reseArch on reputation systems and stylometric analysis, we present several research gaps and questions.
research Gaps Stylometric Similarity Detection of Feedback comments
We are not aware of any prior application of stylometric similarity detection techniques to online feedback comments. Most previous stylometric work either focused on the online identification task (known classes) or was applied to literary texts. Successful application to reputation system feedback comments could reduce fraud and deception in reputation systems, and consequently, online markets.
Techniques That can handle richer Feature Sets
There is a need for techniques that can handle richer feature sets for online settings. Existing techniques were designed to use a single category of features (e.g., character n-grams, match length). however, application to online settings necessitates the use of techniques that can incorporate rich feature sets [1, 49] .
Analysis of Scalability
There has been limited work done to analyze the scalability of stylometric techniques for application to reputation system feedback comments. Given the large number of identities in online markets, there is a need to apply stylometry effectively in a scalable manner.
Analysis of robustness Against Intentional Alteration and Forging
We are unaware of any previous research to assess the robustness of stylometric features and techniques against intentional stylistic alteration or forging. unlike biometrics, writing style may be susceptible to intentional manipulation via stylistic alteration or message forging. It is important to assess the robustness of stylometric similarity detection techniques against such obfuscation of authorship.
research Questions based on the gaps described, we propose the following research questions: We propose the development of a stylometric similarity detection system capable of differentiating between online traders based on stylistic tendencies inherent in feedback comments left for other buyers and sellers. Our system uses an extended feature set comprised of lexical, syntactic, structural, content-specific, and idiosyncratic style markers. The system also includes a novel Writeprint technique, which compares the style patterns between two identities. Writeprint uses karhunen-Loeve transforms to assess the similarity for features used by the two identities as well as a pattern disruption mechanism that assesses the degree of dissimilarity for features used by one identity but not the other.
We intend to compare our system, which includes the Writeprint technique and an extended feature set, against existing similarity detection approaches described above, including PcA, n-gram models, Markov models, cross entropy, and kullback-Leibler similarity. The evaluation will assess the scalability and robustness of our system and comparison approaches for application to online market feedback comments.
System Design the proposed system hAs two mAJor components-feature extraction and classifier construction (as shown in Figure 1 ). The feature extraction phase derives various static and dynamic features (e.g., n-grams) from the trader feedback comments. A subset of the dynamic features is chosen using feature selection in order to create an extended feature set that is passed forward to the classifier construction phase. This stage involves the creation of Writeprints for each trader identity, which can then be compared against each other to assess the degree of stylistic similarity.
Feature Extraction
The extraction phase involves derivation of static and dynamic features resulting in the creation of our extended feature set. For static features, extraction simply involves generating the feature usage statistics (feature vectors) across texts; however, dynamic feature categories such as n-grams require indexing and feature selection. The feature extraction procedure for the extended feature set is described below; Table 2 provides a description of the style markers included. For dynamic feature categories, the number of attributes varies depending on indexing and feature selection. For some such categories, the upper limit of features is already known (e.g., number of character bigrams is less than 676).
Dynamic features incorporated in the extended feature set include several n-gram feature groups and a list of 5,513 common word misspellings taken from various Web sites, including Wikipedia (www.wikipedia.org). N-gram categories utilized include character, word, part-of-speech tag, and digit-level n-grams. These categories require indexing with the number of initially indexed features varying depending on the data set. The indexed features are then sent forward to the feature selection phase. use of such an indexing and feature selection/filtering procedure for n-grams is necessary and common in stylometric analysis research [34, 41] .
Feature selection is applied to all the n-gram and misspelled word categories using the information gain (IG) heuristic. Information gain has been used in many text categorization studies as an efficient method for selecting text features [34] . Specifically, it is computationally efficient compared to search-based techniques and good for multiclass text problems [48] . The information gain for feature j across a set of classes c is derived as IG(c, j) = H(c) -H(c| j), where H(c) is the overall entropy across author classes and H(c| j) is the conditional entropy for feature j. For each identity, information gain is applied using a two-class (one-against-all) setup (size of c = 2, c 1 = identity, c 2 = rest). Thus, each trader identity's feature set is intended to be comprised of the set of dynamic features that can best discriminate that specific identity against all others.
classifier construction: Writeprints
We propose a novel Writeprint technique that has two major components-creation and comparison. The creation steps are concerned with the construction of Writeprint patterns reflective of an identity's writing style variation, based on the occurrence of common identity features as well as lack of occurrence of style markers prevalent in other identities' text. The comparison steps describe how created Writeprints for various trader identities are compared against one another to assess the degree of stylistic similarity.
Writeprint creation
The Writeprint creation component can be further decomposed into two steps. In the first step, karhunen-Loeve transforms are applied with a sliding window in order to capture stylistic variation with a finer level of granularity. Writeprints are created for each identity using their key features. Although some unsupervised variants of karhunen-Loeve transforms are similar to PcA, we used a version that allows the inclusion of class information, in this case for the different identities/aliases [47] . The second step, pattern disruption, uses zero usage features as red flags intended to decrease the level of stylistic similarity between identities when one identity contains important features not occurring in the other. The two major steps, which are repeated for each identity, are shown below. Step 1: Sliding Window and Karhunen-Loeve Transforms. A lower dimensional usage variation pattern is created based on the occurrence frequency of the identity's features (individual-level feature set). For all features with usage frequency greater than zero, a sliding window of length L with a jump interval of J characters is run over the identity's messages. The feature occurrence vector for each window is projected to an n-dimensional space by applying the karhunen-Loeve transform. The kaiser-Guttman stopping rule [24] was used to select the number of eigenvectors in the basis. The formulation for step 1 is presented below:
1. Let W = {1, 2, ..., f} denote the set of f features with frequency greater than 0 and F = {1, 2, ..., w} represent the set of w text windows. Let X denote the author's feature matrix where x ij is the value of feature j ∈ W for window i ∈ F. 2. Extract the set of eigenvalues {l 1 , l 2 , ..., l n } for the covariance matrix S of the feature matrix X by finding the points where the characteristic polynomial of S equals 0:
For each eigenvalue l m > 1, extract its eigenvector a m = (a m1 , a m2 , ..., a mf ) by solving the following system, resulting in a set of n eigenvectors {a 1 , a 2 , ..., a n }:
3. compute an n-dimensional representation for each window i by extracting principal component scores e ik for each dimension k ≤ n:
Step 2: Pattern Disruption. because Writeprint uses individual author-level feature sets, an author's key set of features may contain attributes that are significant because the author never uses them. however, features with no usage by the identity of interest will currently be irrelevant to the process because they have no variance. Nevertheless, these features are still important when comparing a trader identity to other anonymous trader identities. The trader's lack of usage of these features represents an important stylistic tendency. Anonymous identity texts containing these features should be considered less similar (because they contain attributes never used by this author). When comparing two trader identities A and b, we would like A's zero frequency features to act as pattern disruptors, where the presence of these features in identity b's feedback comments decreases the similarity for the particular A-b comparison (and vice versa for the b-A comparison). The magnitude of a disruptor signifies the extent of the disruption for a particular feature. Larger values of for the disruptor will cause pattern points representing text windows containing the disruptor feature to be shifted further away. however, not all features are equally important discriminators. koppel et al.
[35] developed a machine translation-based technique for measuring the degree of feature "stability." Stability refers to how often a feature changes across authors and documents for a constant topic. They found noun phrases to be more stable than function words and argued that function words are better stylistic discriminators than noun phrases because use of function words involves making choices between a set of synonyms. based on this intuition, we used the disruptor feature's information gain and synonymy information to assign them a weight (disruptor coefficient), which was appended to the identity's basis matrix (set of eigenvectors).
1. Let Y = {f + 1, f + 2, ..., f + g} denote the set of g features with zero frequency.
For each feature p ∈ Y, compute the disruptor coefficient d p :
where IG(c, p) is the information gain for feature p across the set of classes c; syn total and syn used are the total synonyms and the number used by the author, respectively, for the disruptor feature; and K is a disruptor constant. 2. For each feature p ∈ Y, append the value d kp to each eigenvector a k , where k ≤ n.
Writeprint comparisons
When comparing two identities' usage variation patterns, two comparisons must be made because both identities used different feature sets and basis matrices in order to construct their lower-dimensional patterns. The dual comparisons are illustrated in Figure 2 . We would need to construct a pattern for identity b using b's text with A's feature set and basis matrix (pattern b) to be compared against identity A's Writeprint (and vice versa). The overall similarity between identity A and b is the sum of the average distance between Writeprint A and pattern b and Writeprint b and pattern A. As previously mentioned, the pattern disruptors are intended to assess the degree of stylistic dissimilarity based on important features only found in one of the two identities' feedback comments. Disruptors shift pattern points further away from the Writeprint they are being compared against, thereby increasing the average distance between patterns (and reducing the similarity score). The direction of a pattern window point's shift is intended to reduce the similarity between the Writeprint and comparison pattern. This is done by making d kp positive or negative for a particular dimension k based on the orientation of the Writeprint (WP) and comparison pattern (PT) points along that dimension, as follows: Evaluation in order to evAluAte the eFFectiveness oF the proposed system, which includes the Writeprint technique and extended feature set, experiments were conducted that compared the system against previous unsupervised stylometric identification techniques described, including PcA, n-gram and Markov models, cross entropy, and kullback-Leibler.
Test bed
The test bed consisted of buyer-seller feedback comments extracted from ebay's online reputation system. We randomly extracted 200 ebay members selling electronic goods. For each trader, 3,000 feedback comments posted by that author were Table 3 provides summary statistics of the test bed and example feedback comments are listed below:
• "Another quick & easy transaction, thanks for your biz!" • "Excellent e-bayer!! fast payment, great to deal with, many thanks!!!" • "PLEASURE doing business with you and thanks for making this business a PLEASURE!"
Experimental Setup
All comparison techniques were run using the best parameter settings determined by tuning these parameters on the actual test bed data. This was done in order to allow the best possible comparison against the proposed Writeprint technique. Most of the parameter values were consistent with prior research. PcA was run using the extended feature set. We extracted feature vectors for 1,500 character text blocks, consistent with prior research [2] . The kaiser-Guttman stopping rule was used (i.e., extract all eigenvectors with an eigenvalue greater than 1). For the n-gram models, we used character-level n-grams, with profile sizes of 5,000 n-grams per identity. For each identity, we used four-to eight-character n-grams because this configuration garnered the best results, also consistent with keselj et al.
[30] and Peng et al. [41] . Markov models were built using letters and space bigrams. We removed all other characters and ignored words beginning with capital letters, as done by khemelev [31] and khemelev and Tweedie [32] . For cross entropy, we used a database size of 5,000 characters for each identity as this size provided the best performance. For the kullback-Leibler similarity, word unigrams were used and smoothing was performed as outlined by Novak et al. [39] .
For the experiments, we created multiple identities for each of the 200 ebay traders by splitting the traders' feedback comment text into multiple parts, as done in prior research [39] . The objective of the experiments was to see how well the proposed Writeprint method and comparison techniques could match up the different trader identities based on their comment texts. Each trader's text was split into 12 parts. If two identities were to be created for a single trader, six parts were randomly assigned to each identity; for example, parts 1, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11 (identity 1), parts 2, 3, 4, 6, 10, 12 (identity 2). In order to test the statistical significance of the techniques' performance, bootstrapping was performed 30 times for each technique, where each iteration the 12 trader text parts were randomly split into the desired number of identities. A trial-anderror method was used to find the optimal similarity threshold for matching for each technique. The same threshold was used throughout the experiments for the Writeprint method. A dynamic threshold yielding optimal results for the particular experimental settings was used for each comparison technique. This was done in order to compensate for differences in performance attributable to thresholds instead of techniques. All identity-identity scores above a technique's threshold were considered a match. The F-measure was used to evaluate performance.
where Precision = (number of identities assigned correctly)/(total number of identities assigned); recall = (number of identities assigned correctly)/(total number of identities). using these experimental settings, two sets of experiments were conducted. The first assessed the scalability of the proposed stylometric similarity detection system and comparison approaches in terms of number of traders and number of identities' comments. The second attempted to evaluate the effectiveness of these stylometric methods against intentional stylistic alteration and forging/copycatting.
Experiment 1: Scalability
We conducted two experiments to analyze the scalability across traders (experiment 1a) and identities (experiment 1b). In experiment 1a, scalability across traders was evaluated. Each trader's text was split into two anonymous identities. We used 25, 50, 100, and 200 traders (i.e., 50, 100, 200, and 400 identities). In experiment 1b, scalability across identities was the focal point. We used 50 traders, with each trader's text split into n anonymous identities. We used 2, 3, 4, and 5 identities per trader (i.e., 100, 150, 200, and 250 identities total). The details of the number of traders and identities used for experiment 1 are presented in Table 4 . results for Experiment 1a: Scalability Across Traders Figure 3 shows the F-measure percentages for 25, 50, 100, and 200 traders (with two identities per trader), intended to assess the scalability across traders. Overall, all the techniques except PcA performed well. As expected, doubling the number of authors and identities decreased performance, however, the decrease was gradual. Writeprint had the best performance for all four identity levels. The technique only had approximately a 3 percent decrease when going from 100 to 200 identities and from 200 to 400 identities. In contrast, the performance of n-gram models, k-L similarity, and cross entropy fell 6 percent to 7 percent for each such increase. Table 5 shows the p-values for the pairwise t-tests on F-measure. For all t-tests, a bonferroni correction was performed to avoid spurious positives stemming from the large number of comparisons. Only p-values less than 0.0001 were considered significant. because this threshold is considerably lower than a/n, we are confident that it ensures the statistical validity of the t-tests. because our primary concern is the effectiveness of Writeprint coupled with the extended feature set, only p-values for this technique are depicted in Table 5 . however, other significant results of interest are also reported in the text description below.
Writeprint significantly outperformed all comparison techniques. The n-gram and Markov models, cross entropy, and k-L similarity techniques significantly outperformed PcA for all four settings (p-values < 0.0001). Furthermore, cross entropy significantly outperformed n-gram and Markov models and k-L similarity when using 400 identities (p-values < 0.0001).
results for Experiment 1b: Scalability Across Identities Figure 4 shows the F-measure percentages for 2, 3, 4, and 5 identities per trader (with 50 traders), intended to assess the scalability across identities. Writeprint again had the best performance for all four trader/identity levels. N-gram and Markov models performed worse on this experiment as compared to the trader scalability experiment (1a), with 10 percent to 15 percent lower performance on an equal number of total identities (see values for 200 identities in experiment 1a and four identities per trader in experiment 1b). The results suggest that the number of identities per author has a greater impact on performance than the number of authors for these techniques. Perhaps this is due to the amount of text per identity, which was constant in experiment 1a and decreased in experiment 1b as the number of identities per trader increased. Writeprint, cross entropy, and the k-L similarity method appear more robust against smaller amounts of text. This finding is consistent with Novak et al. [39] , who also found the k-L similarity approach to work almost equally well when dealing with two to four aliases. Table 6 shows the p-values for the pairwise t-tests on F-measure. Writeprint significantly outperformed all comparison techniques. This is likely attributable to the pattern disruptors effectively differentiating between a larger number of identities per author. cross entropy significantly outperformed n-gram and Markov models, k-L similarity, and PcA for all four settings. This is consistent with prior research, where the technique has been shown to be effective when applied to smaller texts [28] .
results Discussion for Experiment 1
In both experiments, Writeprint had the best performance for all trader/identity levels. The performance gap widened as the number of traders and identities increased, suggesting that the extended feature set and pattern disruption mechanism incorporated by Writeprint allowed improved scalability. The enhanced representational richness of Writeprint allowed it to outperform the word (k-L similarity) and n-gram-based techniques (n-gram and Markov models) while the pattern disruption component allowed improved performance over PcA. We conducted experiments to analyze the robustness of the proposed system and comparison approaches against intentional stylistic alteration and copycatting/forging. For each experiment, we used 50 traders, with every trader's text split into two identities. For each trader, one identity was kept unchanged while the other was altered using word substitution or forging. In experiment 2a, intentional stylistic alteration was simulated using word substitution and experiment 2b evaluated the impact of message forging.
results for Experiment 2a: robustness Against Word Substitution
Word substitution is a popular obfuscation strategy because word-based features are transparent and more easily modifiable [29] . Altering words with semantically equivalent ones using thesauruses is considered a promising technique for stylistic obfuscation [42] . based on this rationale, we simulated word synonym substitution using a thesaurus. For each altered identity, WordNet [15] was used to randomly alter n percent of the words with a synonym randomly taken from the synset. We used 20 percent, 40 percent, and 60 percent as values for n. Table 7 shows the average number of alterations per comment for each setting of n and the impact of such alteration on an actual comment. Figure 5 shows the F-measure percentages for 20 percent, 40 percent, and 60 percent word substitution using 50 traders and two identities per trader. Writeprint had the best performance against alteration with cross entropy also performing very well. These techniques seem more robust against synonymy-based word alteration. N-gram and Markov models and k-L similarity all performed poorly. These techniques' accuracy dropped 50-75 percent with 20 percent synonym alteration. These methods utilize character n-grams and word unigrams, respectively, which may be more susceptible to alteration. In comparison, PcA's performance was more stable. While n-gram and Markov models outperformed PcA by a wide margin when no substitution was performed, PcA considerably outperformed these techniques once different levels of alteration were introduced. Table 8 shows the p-values for the pairwise t-tests on F-measure for the experiment evaluating robustness against word substitution. Writeprint significantly outperformed all comparison techniques. PcA also outperformed n-gram and Markov models and k-L similarity with p-values less than 0.0001, as previously mentioned. however, cross entropy significantly outperformed PcA for all three alteration levels (all p-values < 0.0001). The t-tests indicate that, once again, Writeprint had the best performance followed by cross entropy. results for Experiment 2b: robustness Against Forging Message forging (also referred to as copycatting) occurs when an individual attempts to mimic another user by imitating the user's writing style [2] . In order to assess the impact of forging on stylometric similarity detection of online market feedback comments, we simulated identities engaging in different levels of message forging. In similar fashion to the previous experiment, 50 traders and two identities per trader were incorporated, with one of the two trader identities being subjected to different levels of forging. For each altered identity, we randomly substituted n percent of the identity's messages with randomly selected messages taken from other author identities. We used 10 percent, 20 percent, and 30 percent values for n. Table 9 illustrates the impact of 20 percent forgery on a set of five comments from an author. In this case, one comment out of five (20 percent) is forged with a random comment taken from another identity. Figure 6 shows the F-measure percentages for 10 percent, 20 percent, and 30 percent message forging using 50 traders and two identities per trader. cross entropy performed the best against forging. Writeprint's performance fell at an increasing rate, especially at 20 percent and 30 percent forging. N-gram and Markov model performance plummeted once again when exposed to message forging. PcA was the only technique that performed marginally better on the forging experiment (2b) as compared to the word substitution experiment (2a). Table 10 shows the p-values for the pairwise t-tests on F-measure for the experiment evaluating robustness against message forging. Writeprint significantly outperformed n-gram and Markov models, k-L similarity, and PcA for most settings. however, cross entropy significantly outperformed all other techniques including Writeprint and PcA. The improved performance of cross entropy was particularly noticeable at the 20 percent and 30 percent forging levels. The following section provides an analysis of why Writeprint performed poorly on the message forging experiment (2b) as compared to the word substitution experiment (2a) while PcA performed marginally better on message forging (as compared to word substitution, 2a).
results Discussion for Experiment 2
We analyzed the impact of word substitution-based alteration and forging on the features selected for the altered identities. because the feature sets are dynamically generated at the group level (PcA) or individual identity level (Writeprint, n-gram model, cross entropy, k-L similarity) for most of our approaches, word substitution or forging results in a different feature set as compared to no alteration. Thus, the amount of change in the features used by an altered identity as compared to that same identity, devoid of alteration, can shed light on the impact of alteration. We analyzed this by taking the percentage change in altered/forged feature sets from the feature sets used when no alteration/forging was performed. We considered the Writeprint, PcA, n-gram model, cross entropy, and k-L similarity methods. For cross entropy, the features were the match lengths. Markov models were not analyzed because they use a fixed feature set. Figure 7 shows the impact of word substitution and message forging on the feature sets for the various techniques. Word substitution and forging had a profound impact on character n-gram and word features, resulting in the poor performance of the n-gram models and k-L similarity methods. The cross entropy match lengths also changed considerably; however, the magnitude of the changes was not significant. In other words, although the cross entropy features changed a lot, the manner in which the features are applied is fairly conducive (i.e., insensitive) to word substitution and message forging. For example, a change in the lengths from {6, 3, 4} to {4, 5, 6} results in 33 percent change in features but only an average match length change of 0.67.
PcA had fewer feature changes for forging as compared to synonym alteration. This was attributable to the fact that PcA used a single feature set. Message forging does not change the overall text across identities, resulting in minimal change in the feature set used by PcA. consequently, PcA performed better on the forging experiments. In contrast, Writeprint features changed marginally for the word substitution experiment but considerably more for the forging experiments. This resulted in lower accuracy when encountering message forging. For example, the 56.10 percent accuracy for 30 percent forging can be attributed to the fact that 40 percent of the forged identities' features changed. The following paragraph describes why the Writeprint features for the altered identities were generally more effective. Figure 8 shows the percentage change in the Writeprint features for character, word, and part-of-speech tag n-grams across the word alteration and forging experiments. For the word alteration experiments, the part-of-speech tag n-grams had minimal change. This led to a reduced impact of word synonym substitution on performance. however, the forging caused considerably higher change in the identities' part-of-speech tags n-gram features, resulting in decreased Writeprint performance for experiment 2b.
conclusions in this study, we developed A system that can be used for similarity detection of trader feedback comments in online markets. Our research contributions are manyfold. We developed the Writeprint technique that uses karhunen-Loeve transforms and a novel pattern disruption mechanism to help detect stylistic similarity between traders based on feedback comments. We also incorporated a more comprehensive feature set, allowing improved representation of reputation system feedback comments. Experiments in comparison with existing stylometric techniques demonstrated the scalability and robustness of the proposed features and technique for differentiating trader identities in online markets. The system proposed in this paper was fairly scalable in terms of number of traders and identities per trader. The approach was also fairly robust against word substitution-based alteration.
The viability of stylometric techniques that can differentiate between hundreds of online traders, coupled with the emergence of large online fraudulent trader databases, has several important research implications. Stylometric analysis techniques can serve as identity authentication systems in online markets, allowing users to compare a potential trading partner against existing fraudulent identities. Such authentication could be especially useful considering that most fraudulent traders engage in such "opportunistic behavior" repeatedly [9] , resulting in many documented identities. In the future, we intend to develop such an authentication system that allows individuals to compare traders against hundreds of fraudulent identities collected from various online resources that have emerged in recent years [9] . Moreover, we intend to further enhance the scalability and robustness of the Writeprint-based system using a larger number of online traders. We also plan to investigate the effectiveness of contextual stylometric models segmented temporally or based on genres, emotions, message recipients, or topics.
